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CHARITY EVENTS

Pine Tree
Apple Classic
Raises
$256,000
for Cancer
Research

I

n early December, the board of
the Pine Tree Apple Tennis Classic presented doctors and staff
at Children’s Minnesota with a
check for $256,000. The 36th annual
Pine Tree Apple Classic event took
place in August at LifeTime in White
Bear Lake, Minn., raising a total of
nearly $350,000.
“The progress made over the past 36
years—and the positive impact of this
research to the children and families
impacted by cancer—is simply astounding,” says Pine Tree Apple Classic Fund President Kevin Werwie. “We

remain steadfast in our commitment
to Children’s Minnesota in continuing
this targeted research until a cure has
been found.”
Since 1986, the Pine Tree Apple
Tennis Classic has raised nearly $6.35
million for childhood cancer research
efforts at Children’s Minnesota and

around the world. The 37th annual
tournament is scheduled for Aug. 4-7,
2022, at LifeTime in White Bear. Visit
www.ptacf.org for more info.
Representatives from the Pine Tree
Apple Tennis Classic and Children's
Minnesota celebrate the positive impact
the event is having for cancer research.

Short
Sets

Slinger’s newest distribution agreement
is with BrandsInc in Ecuador.
The Russian Tennis Federation secured
its third Davis Cup by Rakuten title in early
December, and their first since 2006. The
victory for RTF comes just four weeks
after it won the Billie Jean King Cup title in
Prague–making RTF the fourth nation to
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win both the Davis Cup and Billie Jean King
Cup titles in the same year, and the first
since the Czech Republic achieved the feat
in 2012.
Select Medical, the largest physical
therapy provider in the United States, is
now the Official Physical Therapy Partner
of the PPA Tour, in support of the sport of
pickleball.
Author Scoop Malinowski has finished
his 11th book, Facing Bjorn Borg, a collection of memories, stories, anecdotes, and
interviews with players and tennis insiders
about how it was to play the Viking of
Sweden. One of the most recognizable
figures in the history of sport, Borg won 11

majors and 64 singles titles overall. Facing
Bjorn Borg is available at Amazon in print or
for Kindle.
TopCourt, a tennis digital learning platform, recently unveiled an app for iOS and
Android. TopCourt offers tennis fans an
e-learning platform with tools for learning
the game from the world's best players of
the past, present and future, as well as the
sport's most legendary coaches.
Authentic Brands Group, which has
been purchasing notable retail and consumer brands for the past decade, recently
bought Reebok from parent company
Adidas for about $2.5 billion, Authentic
Brands’ largest purchase to date.
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The Swift Liner PDM, a paint disbursement machine that allows the operator to
quickly and efficiently apply textured and
untextured line paint to a court surface,
was named a “Game Changer” award
winner at the ASBA Technical Meeting in
December. Swift Liner is from C&M Surfacing LLC.

